
psychological problems, possibly because of her spiritual sen
sitivities & resultant tearfulness. I think perhaps if she had been 
stronger physically & nervously, with a little more drive, she 
probably could have been even a good leader, but because of her 
weakness & fears she's a little unsure of herself. She needs 
security. She could be a little flighty & excitable. 

4. There's a great deal of tension there in her. She's inclined 
to be a little frightened & fearful. I don't think she really likes to 
be alone, she really needs somebody. She's much more at ease in 
the pictures where she's next to him, but alone she feels a little 
insecure, unsure & unsteady. 

5.1 don't believe she could stand too much pressure. Her 
spiritual sensitivity, & maybe you could almost call it a nervous 
weakness because of that very very mystical spiritual sensitive 
part of her, can cause her to be almost jittery. She has really been 
through it & really suffered, & because she is so sensitive, physi
cal violence really frightens her. 

6. I see that her spirit is sometimes inclined to be like 
troubled waters! I see almost like a seething pot if stirred too 
much or the fire gets too hot! 

7. God made the physical to pretty well portray the inner 
personality & spirit. Our faces are not there for nothing, but faces 
really say something! They really portray what kind of person we 
are. This is like your astrological picture, there is the strong side & 
the weak side—strengtiis of your sign & weaknesses of your sign— 
& a great deal is up to you what you do with what you have, die 
decision you make as to which way to go, whether like Pisces, to 
go in the strong direction upstream, or just drift with the tide. 

8. God leaves the choice & majesty of decision up to you to 
choose what way you want to go & on which side you want to 
be.—Sort of like He gives every person two sides & you can either 
be strong & saintly or weak & wicked, & that part of the choice 
is up to you. 

9. Of course, having made the right choice to really want 
to be strong & good & Godly, then the Lord can step in, be
cause you receive Him & give Him a chance to help make you 
that way & help you be that way, to help you overcome mat weak 
& wicked side of your nature—the weak wickedness or wicked 
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weakness, whatever you want to call it—of your character. 
10. And everybody has it! I've never seen a face that didn't 

show a weaker & a stronger side. I've studied physiognomy a 
lot: The personality characteristics that are shown by the face— 
& with most faces me heart side is usually the spiritual side & the 
weaker side, & their right side, the physical side, their strongest. 
Their right side is usually their better self, whereas their left side 
usually shows their bad self—spiritual weaknesses. 

11. The eyes are the most expressive to show the spirit, but 
the rest of your features also manifest what you're like. The eyes 
are the deepest, most permanent evidence of the inner self. 

12. If the Devil had gotten ahold of her, she could have been 
a witch, but she has in the Lord great spiritual potentialities, real 
deep spiritual potentialities. 

13. She's over-balanced in the spiritual, but women some
times tend to be. That's why they make such good mediums— 
they're better receivers, more responsive, more surrendering, 
weaker in some ways. Weaker vessels are very receptive & open, 
but also much more fragile & have to be handled with care. 

14. Men tend to be a little more tough & coarse, but women 
are the more delicate & fragile—weaker, yes, but more beauti
ful—& she's extremely so: Delicate, fragile, weaker, but a much 
more highly sensitive nature which can be terrific in the Spirit— 
very responsive spiritually. 

15. It almost flips you out spiritually even to look at her! You 
could really flip out & she'd sort of flip witii you & love it! She'd 
like that sort of spiritual orgasm far better man the physical. She's 
very fragile & delicate in the physical too, but much more sensitive 
in the Spirit & would prefer by far the spiritual to the sensual. 

16. She's really really hungry for the Spirit World & she's 
very close to it! She lives almost like on the borderline & can 
very easily flip out or into that other World. She has to be very 
cautious which direction she flips, & probably before she found 
the Lord she had some pretty frightening experience that way mat 
nearly scared her to deam! But because she was already a child 
of God as far as God was concerned, God kept her & perhaps even 
let her go through that maybe to scare her enough to want the 
good side, to know that the occult & witchcraft & black magic, 
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